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Welcome to
the Copenhagen
Webfest 2021
We're shining a new light on
disruption and crisis with
the most innovative filmmakers
from around the world!
Festival Partners

Directors’ Note
Joseph Valentino Palau
Founder & Director
Regina Mosch
Director
It has been without a doubt a tough 2
years for the entire world. This festival, like
many others, has had to adjust to the circumstances while finding a way to keep
our community alive. The heartbeat of the
Copenhagen Web Fest lies in the team
that has come together to continue its
purpose; bringing insightful conversations
& connecting students/new talent with
industry professionals. We truly hope for
a physical event next year where we can
show all our international guests a piece
of beautiful Copenhagen. Until then, We
thank all that are participating virtually, all
that are contributing to the festival with
their expertise, and to the amazing team
behind this year’s edition. Martin, Jerry,
Christiane, you have all worked above and
beyond to adjust to the new ‘norm’, thank
you. To all the creators, We can clearly
see that the world’s conditions have not
stopped you from your passions of storytelling and using a creative medium to
express yourself artistically. Keep creating
and keep inspiring us.

Team
Joseph Valentino Palau
Founder & Director
Martin Møller Kloock
Organizer

Regina Mosch
Director
Yasmin

Kashari Lawson
Event Organizer & Media
Lola Martinez Morente
Special thanks
Social Media

JURY 2021
Mitch is CEO of Supersonic StudiosDenmark,amulti-awardwinningsoundandmusicstudio,and
producer
at Iconic
Film. Both
are based
in Copenhagen.

PROGRAMME
MONDAY, 1. NOVEMBER 2021
17:00

TRANSFORMING STORYTELLING TOGETHER

Nostradamus Report with Johanna Koljonen.
Followed by a reflection round with industry guests and virtual networking.

TUESDAY, 2. NOVEMBER 2021
17:00

EMPTY PROMISES, (UN)INTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Conversation to provide critical thinking and new ideas on ‘diversity initiatives’.
/Presented in collaboration with Creative Europe Desk Danmark.

WEDNESDAY, 3. NOVEMBER 2021
19:00

SERIES CREATOR CHATS

Interviews with international webseries creators.

20:00

GLOBAL WEBSERIES HANGOUT

Virtual happy hour for guests and friends of CPH Web Fest.
Meet creators, producers, festival directors, geeks,...!

THURSDAY, 4. NOVEMBER 2021
17:00

WEBSERIES SCREENING AT COPENHAGEN UNI
Exclusive screening for KU students.

FRIDAY, 5. NOVEMBER 2021
WATCH DAY

Indulge and take the day to watch series in our online screening
room.

SATURDAY, 6. NOVEMBER 2021
11:00-14:00

PITCH DAY

Closed session for selected presenters.

SUNDAY, 7. NOVEMBER 2021
19:00

AWARD CEREMONY

Celebrate this year’s winners with us!

OFFICIAL SELECTION
INTERNATIONAL WEBSERIES
300 YEAR-OLD CLASS OF 2020
Park Inhan

South Korea

“300 Year-Old Class of 2020” is a fantasy comic web drama
that tells a story of three students, who were studying in
seowon 300 years ago accidently time travel and arrive at
present-day seowon in 2020.

BEST BEFORE
Laura Bergeron & Maxime Robin

Canada

Fred is unable to finish is thesis on Nietszsche. Out of money, he gets a job as the night-shift janitor in a 24h grocery
store. Full of strange costumers and even stranger staff, the
grocery store eventually helps Fred find what his real place
might actually be.

CROSS
Martin Vatenberg

Argentina

José Luis is a cross-dresser and heads La Banda del Golden
Cross, with Héctor, this a group of men who meet monthly
in order to explore their feminine sides in secrecy. After an
accident, in which his A-side and B-side collide, José Luis is
forced to make a crucial decision.

DETENTION ADVENTURE
Joe Kicak

Canada

After a summer of defeat being unable to make heads or
tails of their new treasure map to Cockshutt’s fortune, the
gang find new hope when they meet Kelly, a fellow student
with a passion for their town’s history.

FAIRY FLOSS
Harry Quinlan

Australia

Named for the Facebook group for sharing and finding
rooms in Melbourne, “Fairy Floss” finds housemates and
friends; Jacob and Savanna, interviewing applicants for a
room in their Coburg share house, but neither could be
prepared for the outrageous characters.

HOGTOWN
Canada

Josiane Blanc

Hogtown follows the journey of a single-parent family, coping with Toronto’s increasing housing precariousness.

LAST BODEGA IN BROOKLYN
Mosiah Moonsammy & Jared Glenn

United States

An Afro-latino family in Brooklyn runs a local bodega in their
neighborhood. A new organic store owner moves across the
street with plans of expanding his empire and taking over
the bodega.

LOOLOOLALA PAWNSHOP
So-jin

South Korea

There is a pawnshop somewhere in Korea that takes care of
emotions as collateral and lends money. Three young men
are trying to change their personality by entrusting their
feelings they hate here.

RESISTANCE
Maxime Chefdeville

France

The incredible story of a group of French resistance fighters
unwillingly participating in the D-Day landings.

THE ARTIST’S WAY OUT
Jeananne Goossen & Robert Jackson

Canada

The Artist’s Way Out is a Canadian romantic dramedy
about 2 Millenial BIPOC artists hammering out their work
and their relationship in the dead of winter in the middle
of nowhere. They just started dating and now they’re living
together...with deadlines!!!

SPECIAL MENTION
LITTLE BLACK BOOK
Nigeria

Belinda Yanga-Agedah

Little Black Book tells the story of Leo, a millionaire hotel entrepreneur who is defying the odds to keep his business in
the green, Tade, a brilliant business executive, who is trying
to get her life back on track after a series of failures.

PILOTS
BIZI TXARRA / THE BAD LIFE
Oliver Mend & Rose of Dolls

Spain

H2, KTM and Alpha owe the city mafia boss 2 million euros.
They try to steal the money to pay it back but it’s more difficult that they had anticipated.

BREAKLAND
Luisa Novo

United States

Eddy wanted a career in photography. Instead, he’s pitching
photo sales in the nation’s 27th best theme park as he finds
himself caught in the middle of new co-workers and old
grudges.

DESTRUCTOZHANNA
Maksim Kudymov

Russia

Zhanna is a pretty young woman. She has a husband, two
children, and an ordinary life in a Moscow apartment. The
only thing that makes her different is her ability to read what
other people’s thoughts and move objects with the power
of mind.

HAPPY EPIDEMIC
Jonathan Jude

United Kingdom

Happy Epidemic is set in real-time against the backdrop
of the coronavirus crisis. The show is set in 21 year old Jake
Jones’ family home where – after his mother flees to the
countryside – he lives alone.

LOVED ONES
Sam Coyle

Canada

Dying is all in a day’s work for 20-something Isaac, who has
buried his passion for makeup deep down for a stable job
moving corpses at a funeral home. But can a deadly boring
job inspire you to live your best life?

“MOUSETRAP ON THE DARKNET”
Tanya Vigel & Andrey Sergeev

Russia

Three web-frauds (Egor, Tony and Danny) get pulled in the
creepy darknet game.

THEATER PEOPLE PRESENTS “THEIR TOWN”
Matthew G. Anderson

United States

Art and politics collide when big city theater people Elise,
Beth and Danilo take over management of a small town
playhouse in the conservative Midwest.

VERIFIED
Daryn Davidson

United States

A woman’s wacky everyday life striving for verification.

VITERBIUM
Mattia Marcucci

Italy

“Viterbium - The Treasure Hunt | Game Series” was born
with the intention of telling the Tuscia in a dynamic and
interactive way through the Game Series mode.

Nordic Webseries
COOKING BY NIGHT
Laura Nisgaard

Denmark

As part of his community service, Jon shows up at the
“Cooking by night” course. Here he must take care of Andy.
We follow the unlikely pair as they try to navigate through
the course where they don’t seem to fit in.

CORONACAM
Arazo Arif & Amelie Svenstedt

Sweden

During the ongoing Corona crisis we’ve all been forced
to re-organize our lives. But our human needs consists;
we want to hang out, have sex, go to therapy and cut our
hair. Life continues and we are trying to cope, although it’s
online.

FLUSH
Anna Nørskov

Denmark

Wilma and Carl have to navigate between finding themselves and getting lost with their lover, in order to share the
most intimate space with each other. Seen from the lens of
the bathroom.

NORMS
Júlía Margrét Einarsdóttir

Iceland

Sara has it all: a well-paid job, wonderful friends and a stylish
apartment that she shares with her long-term girlfriend.
Somehow she still feels there is something missin...

MOBILE PHONE PROJECTS
AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
Victoria Malinjod

United Kingdom

The plot follows a young woman who tries to run away from
her life...

BLOCK WATCH
Theresa Labreglio

United States

Small town, small crimes, big heroes.
Meet the dysfunctional members of Block Watch, a neighborhood watch group. Get an insiders look at the drama, first
hand.

MUAK ECO FIGHT
Jokin Etcheverria

Spain

MUAK eco fight web Serie, is an original show inspired from
the 80’s underground fanzine. A mix of interviews, comedy,
animations, and of course karaoke.

DOCUMENTARY
COLOR ME: THE DOC SERIES
Tavo Ruiz

Germany

Color Me is a documentary web series, focused on filming
each queer character reacting to interviews of themselves
about their life stories.

FARM CRIME
Kat Jayme, Stephanie Joline, Maya Annik Bedward,
Alexandra Lazarowich, Geoff Morrison & Conor McNally

Canada

The Asian Giant Hornet, dubbed by the media as the “murder hornet”, made headlines when it arrived in America in
Spring 2020.

FREEDOM FARM SANCTUARY
Taliya Finkel

Israel

This optimistic and profoundly moving documentary invites
us to follow the journey of the unique relationships that
develop between the ‘imperfect’ farm animals and their
“imperfect” human volunteers.

PHENOMENA
Josef Gatti

Australia

Phenomena fuses art and science together to explore
naturally occurring patterns, and the fundamental forces
of nature that create them, to take us on an ambitious, innovative, and psychedelic journey through the fabric of the
universe.

SECTION, MARCHE!
Frédéric Favre

Switzerland

In Switzerland, land of peace and neutrality, military service
is compulsory. In SECTION, MARCHE! we will dive in the
Colombier Infantry Recruit School (Switzerland), meeting a
group of soldiers and their officers.

THE COLLECTIVE
Alexis Smith & Rachale Davies

New Zealand

Set within a backdrop of gritty West Auckland is the
Crescendo Trust - a mentorship guiding emerging artists
towards a future in music.

THE NODEY PROCESS
Maël Lê-Hurand & Francis Cutter

France

THE NODEY PROCESS follows how French-Vietnamese
music producer Nodey leverages on his cultural roots and
new artistic aspirations to reinvent his creative journey.

THERE IS NO ‘I’ IN ISLAND
Rebecca Thomson

Australia

A unique animated documentary web series featuring the
self-recorded Voices from the Island community of lutruwita
(Tasmania) during COVID-19 lockdown lovingly woven into
original artworks created by Tasmanian Artists.

TINY GARDEN
Kenneth Cheong & Victor Manggunio

Lebanon

Tiny Garden explores the possibilities of turning your apartments into a botanical wanderlust.

VOICES OF THE RIVER
Stephanie King

Australia

The National Heritage-Listed Martuwarra Fitzroy River
stretches over 700km from the desert to the sea and is a site
of great cultural significance.

GET TO THE POINT
GET TO THE POINT is our new category of micro-shorts under 1 minute. Check them out and see what creators can do
with only a minute available.

60 SECONDS TO MIDNIGHT
Aki Aitos

United States

-O2 (NEGATIVE 0 TWO)
Ashkan Ahmadi

Iran

ANOTHER YEAR PASSED 1 MIN
Ferenc Mándi

Hungary

BART’S REVENGE
Gus Kearns

United Kingdom

BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAINS
Thyshaant Bruno

France

BROKEN NEW YEAR’S VOWS
Mattias Königsson

Sweden

CHRONOS
Emmanuel Dubois

France

CLEANING
Pietro Maria Rusca

Italy

CYCLE OF QUARANTINE
Elif Turan

Turkey

DARKER THAN BLACK
Hassan Mokhtari

Iran

FOLLOW
Yoh Komaya

Japan

FREE
Telio F. Espinoza

Mexico

HEAD OVER HEELS
Leonid Grigurko

Russia

LIFE OF A PIXEL
Israel

Noam Goldfarb

MISS YOU TOO DADDY
Namo Safideen

Sweden

PEDIDOS
Roberto I. Ercolalo

Spain

THE AUTHOR: CHAPTER THREE
Elvert Bañares

Philippines

WHEN EVERYDAY BECAME HALLOWEEN
Peter Andrew Sacco

Canada

The Copenhagen Web Fest
2021 takes place online.
Get your tickets on
www.cphwebfest.com
We hope to be back in physical
form next year.
Follow us on facebook for the
latest updates.

